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Masculinity: A Mask of Emotions
Violence Faced by Men in Domestic Environment
SHIVANI VYAS1
“No amount of me trying to explain myself was doing any good. I didn't even know what
was going on inside of me, so how could I have explained it to them?”
― Sierra D. Waters, Debbie.

ABSTRACT
Women’s use of violence in intimate relationships is not well understood. This study
examined women’s violence concerning their male partners ‘violence against them. This
study spot the categories and range of domestic abuse experienced by men, to decide
whether there's a connection between male casualties of aggressive behaviour at home
and therefore the physical and passionate parts of the maltreatment. This text gave an
understanding of how men will be influenced by brutality and how it'll tail them for the
rest of their lives. On male adult facing sexual assault (ASA) and its effects on fathering
that was distributed somewhere in the range of 2001 and 2018. The goal is to offer male
victims of domestic abuse a chance, share their encounters on aggressive behaviour at
home and its effect on their regular daily existence. Ignorance is the main problem we
face in violence with male society is the main reason for the progressive increasing rate
of different forms of male rights violation. Despite the information accessible, proposing
savagery against men, no law to ensure men is yet to be framed by the assembly.
Keywords: domestic violence, abuse faced by men, intimate partner violence, women’s
violence, women’s aggression and physical violence.

I. INTRODUCTION
A shrewd that doesn't rest – wrongdoing ". These were the words from an unknown male
speaker at the mankind initiative conference (2012) to portray his female, injurious partner.
Aggressive behaviour at home from a male casualty's perspective are a few things that aren't
inspected within the open eye particularly considering the way that information is incredibly
confined and events are normally unreported. Because of this, this examination tried to add
and investigate the current styles of facilitating and support accessible to them from domestic
abuse service providers. Simply just in case you're a person in an exceedingly brutal
1
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relationship, perceive that you are not alone. Abuse of men happens a lot of the time than you
will expect—in each hetero and same-sex connections. It happens to men from all social
orders and fluctuating foundations paying little notice to age or occupation. Figures
recommend that the maximum amount as one of each three overcomers of injurious conduct
at home is male. Regardless, men are routinely reluctant to report abuse since they feel
embarrassed, fear they won't be acknowledged, or are terrified that their assistant will convey
retaliation. Warning indications of aggressive behaviour at home are that casualties are
reprimanded by their mates or accomplices for the little things, the casualty is compelled to
have intercourse without wanting to, the fault for the fierce upheaval is set on the people in
question, and therefore the casualties are checked by their companions or accomplices. Other
admonition signs are the employment of meds are constrained by their victimizers, the
property of serious worth to the casualty is annihilated by the victimizer, and dangers are
made against the person in question and different individuals from their family. For a very
prolonged period, damaging conduct at home has been encircled and considered distinctly to
be a women's issue. While most thought is given to women who are mauled by men, men
have normally overlooked setbacks of forceful conduct at home. Presently, guys face one of
every ten cases of irritation moreover. Men and young men who have been explicitly hassled
may have a considerable lot of the indistinguishable sentiments as different overcomers of
sexual attack, yet they face numerous extra challenges as a result of 'social criticism' and
‘stereotypes’ about men's masculinity. The NCADV found that 1 out of 14 men have been
assaulted physically by their current partner, spouse, or former partner in their lifetime.
Besides, the NCADV found that 835,000 men are abused by their wives, spouses, or partners
every year.2 Over the past thirty years, the focus of research and public attention shifted from
couples (or rather men) to women. This is generally clear in the region of domestic violence
at home where open intrigue and concern has solely centred around ladies, prompting the
woman's rights of domestic violence at home, and inferring intangibility of the male victim.
Violence can be physical, passionate, sexual, mental, verbal or money-related. Studies of
social mentalities show brutality is seen as pretty much genuine relying upon the gender of
victim and perpetrator. Frequently there is no lawful system for a lady to be arraigned while
submitting rough offences against a man. Men who are casualties of abusive behaviour at
home are now and again hesitant to report it or to look for help.
There is also an established paradigm that only males perpetrate domestic violence and are
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never victims3. At the point when men attempt to portray their issues, torment, battle, and
provocation inside marriage and family, nobody tunes in to them; rather, individuals giggle at
them. Aggressive behaviour at home 'is common and to a great extent acknowledged as a
piece of family life in India' (Kumar et al. 2002: 12). The term 'close accomplice viciousness'
is frequently used to allude to it (Jewkes 2002); others utilize the term 'sex-based brutality'
since certain spouses are thought to utilize savagery to control wives (Bott et al. 2005: 3).
Psychological mistreatment can make somebody feel useless. The most well-known type of
psychological mistreatment is boisterous attacks. The victimizers can make statements that
would affront, belittle, or cause their casualties to question themselves (University of
Michigan Health System, 2007). Seclusion is a type of psychological mistreatment. 4 Male
casualties frequently feel embarrassed that this demonstration of savagery happens to them
and battle to choose what to do straightaway. As per Fink (2006) in the United States,
personal accomplice savagery has influenced 7.6% of guys. The NCADV found that 1 out of
14 men have been attacked truly by their present accomplice, mate, or previous accomplice in
the course of their life. Furthermore, the NCADV found that 835,000 men are mishandled by
their wives, mates, or accomplices consistently5.
All laws for controlling abusive behaviour at home consider women setbacks. Antidowry
laws Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, and later Section 498A passed by the Supreme Court of
India starting at now show the concern and mentioned to stop the “Legitimate Terrorism” as
maltreatment of 498A and the significant changes to be made by the Parliament.6The victims
need a special and sensitive approach when dealing with their problems which we are rarely
encountered due to lack of proper law and lines.7 Although there is no systematic study or
record on domestic violence against men in India, it is generally estimated that in 100 cases
of domestic violence, approximately 40 cases involve violence against men 8.

II. WOMEN’S PERPETRATION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ABUSIVE BEHAVIORS
The term ‘domestic violence’ (DV) is used in many countries to refer to intimate partner
violence (IPV), but it also encompasses child or elder abuse, or abuse by any member of a
3
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Ibid.
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household. 9People are savage and forceful. Women aren't a special case thereto (Maguire,
2010; Dobash and Dobash, 2004). Examination within the field of abusive behaviour
reception has indicated that folk’s demonstration ferociously seeing somebody at about a
similar rate. Besides, folks are equally susceptible to prompt brutality against one another.10
Murray Straus1 reports that 25% happens with just men attacking ladies, and the other 25%
happens with just ladies attacking men. The bibliographic examination by Fiebert (2007) has
inspected 209 investigations (161 experimental examinations, 48 audits/investigation of
surmised test size of 201,500) that show that ladies are truly forceful, indeed, more savage
(Dobash and Dobash, 2004; Straus and Gelles, 1990; Morse, 1995; Moffitt, Robins, and
Caspi, 2001) than men in their associations with their companions or male accomplices.11
One of the results of the truth that the male survivor development is so a long ways behind is
that there is an absence of writing that exists on the point. The writing that exists
demonstrates that specific gatherings of men are at a higher danger of rape, for example, gay,
promiscuous, veterans, jail detainees. Around 3.7% in the public arena express that abusive
behaviour at home is to a lesser extent a significant issue for men today. Around 35.7%
expressed that the issue of abusive behaviour at home was about the equivalent or didn't have
the foggiest idea whether it was an issue for men today. It is generally assumed that violence
would decline with an increase in educational status. In today’s world where women are
fighting for educational rights when they attain a certain educational degree, it is seen that
they treat themselves equal with men and therefore their action towards the male with lower
education or income than them becomes violent and aggressive. When the woman was more
educated, control was found to be considerably higher (91.3 per cent) than other groups. 12 In
2004, the National Family Health Survey (NFHS) found that about 1.8% or an estimated 60
lakh women have perpetrated physical violence against husbands without any provocation.
In any case, men are bound to be undermined and ill-treated by male members of the family
of the spousal equivalent than the wife herself. The weird angle anyway is, men aren't
inquired on whether or not they are survivors violence at home in these overviewsAlthough
there has been an increase in the number of fatal domestic violence incidents against women,
men are more likely to be victims of attacks with a deadly weapon. According to one study,
63% of males, as opposed to 15% of females, had a deadly weapon used against them in a
9

Domestic Violence During Lockdown, https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-editorials/domest
ic-violence-during-lockdown
10
Sarkar, S, Dsouza, R, Dasgupta, A., supra note 5.
11
Domestic Violence against Men in India: A Perspective, Taylor & Francis (2019), https://www.tandfonline.c
om/doi/full/10.1080/10911359.2012.655988.
12
Hussein Bougsiaa, Masculinity and the social violence, Ars Educandi 129-140 (2014).
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fight with an intimate partner13. Since the last 11 years, Save Indian Family Foundation
(SIFF) has hundreds of volunteers all over India, who counsel male victims of domestic
violence. “When physical violence and threats against men by wife’s relatives are taken into
account, an estimated 3 crore men are facing domestic violence in India”14. In the present
study, 52.4% of men experienced gender-based violence. Out of a thousand, males 51.5%
knowledgeable about violence at the hands of their wives/intimate partner at least once in
their lifetime and 10.5% in the last twelve months. the foremost common spousal violence
was emotional (51.6%) followed by physical violence (6%). Simply in one-10th cases,
physical attacks were extreme. In practically 50% of the cases, the spouse started physical
and passionate viciousness. Sex balance does not exist in India for physical savagery. Less
family wage, employment up to labour, relatives arrangement, and culprits sick with liquor
were recognized as danger factors. male suicides rate is way on top of the female suicide
rates as 4966 for males and 4049 for females beneath the various age groups sharing among
the category of wedding connected issues, romances etc. Except for dower deaths as per the
data written by the National Crime Record Bureau of Asian country beneath the Ministry of
Home Affairs, Government of India.15

III. ANALYSING THE REASONS BEHIND VIOLENCE
The charity's analysis of statistics on force shows the amount of men attacked by wives or
girlfriends is far on top of thought. Its report, Domestic Violence: The Male Perspective,
states: “Domestic violence is usually seen as a female victim/male culprit downside; however
the proof demonstrates that this can be a false image. Campaigners claim that men are usually
treated as "second-class victims” and that several police forces and councils don't take them
seriously. “Male victims are nearly invisible to the authorities like the police, UN agency
rarely can be prevailed upon to require the man's face,” aforementioned John Mays of Parity.
“Their plight is unmarked by the media, in official reports and government policy, for
instance within the provision of refuge places – seven,500 for females in a European country
and Wales however solely sixty for men.” You might be experiencing domestic violence if
your partner
●

Calls you names, insults you or puts you down

13

Ruth S., Men: The Overlooked Victims of Domestic Violence Domestic Violence Statistics (2019),
https://domesticviolencestatistics.org/men-the-overlooked-victims-of-domestic-violence.
14
Three crore men are facing domestic violence: We need laws to protect them, Groundreportindia.org (2019),
https://groundreportindia.org/monthly/reports/2017/11/three-crore-men-are-facing-domestic-violence-we-needlaws-to-protect-them/.
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●

Prevents you from going to work or school

●

Stops you from seeing family members or friends

●

Tries to control how you spend money, where you go or what you wear

●

Acts jealous or possessive or constantly accuses you of being unfaithful.

In the absence of any general information, with a lot of men developing and coverage
violence by women, it's vital to know and examine the difficulty of violence against men by
women and associated factors. With dynamical gender roles and power relations, the author
predicts that this can increase within the future, which can have sweeping consequences and
implications for the larger society and relationships between men and women. Save Indian
Family Foundation, an organization functioning on men's rights, has currently approached
MPs to submit a non-public member bill within the parliament to start the steps towards
enacting a law for the protection of men from violence. It’s long delinquent. Today, many
women have serious anger management problems.
They also seem to bring the stress of the workplace to the home. This is one of the main
reasons for domestic violence against men. The other reasons include intolerance and anger at
non-fulfilment of expectations. Sometimes, the inability of the husband to meet the monetary
demands of the wife also leads to abuse and violence16The survey conducted by the National
Family Health Survey which throws light on unprovoked violence against men by women is
evident in the face. Even though double the numbers of men commit suicide compared to
women.17 The Domestic Violence Act of 2005 applies only to women. Isn't an update long
overdue? In August 2015, Amit Deshpande, one of the pioneers in India's Men's Rights
Movement, delivered a speech at a TEDx event on the need for Men's Rights and how men
are victims of the general social discourse of male-hatred, male-mocking or ‘Misandry’. It
attempted to highlight the discrimination Indian men face, how patriarchy has been
oppressive to them and questioned the stereotypes associated with sexual abuse, domestic
violence and other such issues in which women are automatically assumed to be victims and
men the assaulter. The talk urged everyone to shift the discussion to a point from where it is
possible to see both sides objectively and not perceptively. “Domestic violence against men
in India is not recognized by the law. The general perception is that men cannot be victims of
violence. This helps women get away scot-free,” says Rukma, who has been accused of
16

News18. (2019). Domestic violence against men: High time government addressed the problem. [online]
https://www.news18.com/news/india/domestic-violence-against-men-high-time-government-addressed-theproblem-1004785.html.
17
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domestic violence and dowry harassment, among other offences, by his estranged wife.
Family violence against men is almost legal as there is no provision in the law to protect a
man, who faces violence from his wife or other female family members. There are
uncountable situations where a spouse has been manhandled, tormented by wife or female
accomplices in conspiracy with her own family or family members or even companions.
Many times the violence is so brutal that the husband or the male partner suffers extreme
injuries, which results in loss of life.18 Aside from that the information additionally
amazingly demonstrated that male suicide rates are further a lot higher concerning their
female partners which accounts 86562 for men and 38039 for females under different cultural
and clinical issues hereafter it is presently an undeniable truth that guys are more disposed to
take their lives in contrast with females however no protective measures are available in
India.19

IV. STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS
The studies together attempted to understand the construction of masculinity in India and
explore the linkages between masculinity and violence. To this end, a scope of subjective
information was united to portray markers of manliness in India, examine men’s reporting of
violence within the marriage/intimate relationships and explore linkages between masculinity
and violence key recommendations are brought together to bring up the change. Societal
Attitude and Acceptance of Men as Victims of domestic violence, there is as yet an obvious
absence of mindfulness about the nature and degree of local maltreatment where men are the
people in question. On Change.org, individuals wherever are beginning efforts, assembling
supporters and working with leaders to drive arrangements. It is a stage to give an aggregate
voice to a gathering of similar individuals. They raise worry towards an issue and gather
individuals who don't wish to be named or uncover their personalities however feel
emphatically for the reason. “Inclusion of male as victims of Domestic Violence Act in
India” named request was filled on this site, thusly this appeal was built upon the site to
make the law impartial to sexual orientation and consistently permit the realities of the case
to direct the judgment and not the sex. Additionally, the request accepted that the framework
can't change except if we challenge cultural standards and urge others to acknowledge
homegrown maltreatment towards men is an issue which needs consideration now.20While it
18

Change.org. (2019). Sign the Petition. [online] https://www.change.org/p/law-commission-of-india-inclusionof-male-as-victims-of-domestic-violence-act-in-india..
19
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20
Sign the Petition, Inclusion of male as victims of Domestic Violence Act in India, https://www.change.org/p/
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sounds less complex than it might be, male survivors of abusive behaviour at home need to
talk to somebody concerning it escape the circumstance. There are bolster associations in
each state in case you're awkward conversing with anybody you know. On the off chance that
the maltreatment perseveres, think about a request for assurance or controlling request to give
yourself extra lawful response against their aggressor. In case you're uncertain of your
alternatives or need help with getting legitimate assurance, counsel a local relations lawyer in
your general vicinity.
The disgrace and disgrace joined to aggressive behaviour at home has nonetheless appeared
within the Indian society and therefore the dread of what individuals can say and therefore
the vulnerability of disbelief averts exploited folks from searching for or reaching to access
help. Society may be a major influencing issue on how men are often acknowledged as
probable victims of force, to beat the stereotypic assumptions regarding men as sturdy and
continue being the dominant person in any relationship.21 Responses from men concerning
contact with the police also are thought-about as being a doable barrier. Discoveries from the
review show that the police within the satisfactory making ready in the region of aggressive
behaviour at home and how to react to claims of associated ill-treatment from an accomplice
independent with sex. These findings additional support the National Crime Council survey
(2005) that recorded simply 11% of reports made to the police and any claims underreporting as reasons for the low proportion.22 Gender-sensitive rather than female-specific
approaches to worry ought to be additional widely available. This is often one thing that may
encourage men to seek support furthermore as raising the quality of the support.
A province-wide, or countrywide awareness campaign would go a long way in terms of
breaking down some of the stigma and barriers that exist for male survivors of sexual assault
which prevent them from coming forward and disclosing.23 Backing from loved ones even as
advising, treatment, and care teams for residential mistreatment survivors will assist you with
continuing onward from an injurious relationship. You or your children might battle with
displeasing feelings or feel numb, detached, and incapable to disclose to different people.
When the injury of a harsh relationship, it will need a protracted time to urge over the torment
and terrible recollections but you'll be able to recuperate and proceed onward.
Notwithstanding whether or not you are anxious to hop into another relationship finally, get
21

Robert L. Muelleman & Patricia Burgess, Male Victims of Domestic Violence and Their History of
Perpetrating Violence, 5 Academic Emergency Medicine 866-870 (1998).
22
National Crime and Safety Survey, 2005, Expanded, Abs.gov.au (2019), https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs
/d3310114.nsf/4a256353001af3ed4b2562bb00121564/01e9eb2d6241a749ca25720500825c04! ).
23
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(2019), https://sapac.umich.edu/article/53.
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the closeness and bolster you have been feeling the loss of, it's perceptive to require things bit
by bit. Abuse isn't okay, notwithstanding what one’s gender, colour, or financial gain level.
There square measure resources out there for males and it takes one person to form a
difference. the consequences of force are often exhausting on male victims as a result of they
incline to cover their emotions, they have emotional support and have a tendency to travel on
with life as if nothing ever happened. Studies are often done to check however male victims
are moving forward once going away a violent relationship and if any of long effects have
caused any by educating the general public that this can be not simply a problem plaguing
ladies but men similarly. When coping with your abusive partner leave if attainable, currently
concerning any signs that will trigger a brutal reaction from your companion or help and be
ready to depart apace. If you have to stay to make sure your children are safe, call the crisis
administrations. The police arrange to secure you and your children, equally as they do for
injured women facing violence, equally across the board and not discriminate attributable to
gender. Psychological kinds of treatment have also helped the victim move forward along
with his life during a positive manner. Incorporate a photographic record of your wounds and
guarantee you’re PCP or medical clinic besides archives your wounds. It seems to be valid
that for reasons unknown, female-to-male brutality incorporates a social acknowledgement in
a way or another it should not, however, it does and along these lines, fighting back
physically could imply that you are the one that finishes up being named because the
wrongdoer possibly giving your supporter significantly a lot of power. Many men besides
believe it to be unmanly for a person to hit a woman in any approach, form or type despite
whether or not in self-defence.

V. CONCLUSION
The question to this is, are there any proper laws in India to support and protect domestic
violence with men in society? To this Save Indian Family Foundation (SIFF), is an
enrolled, non-financed, non-benefit, Non-Government Organization (NGO) settled at
Bangalore, it Creating mindfulness about the Legal Terrorism going on in the nation under
the spike and incomprehensible cover of Women Empowerment through different strategies
like TV programs on news channels, fights, street shows, question and answer sessions,
article distribution, web-based blogging to name a few.24SIFF furnishes with helpline
numbers on the off chance that you are man confronting misuse, abusive behaviour at home,
dangers, coercion, bogus assault, #MeToo, inappropriate behaviour and following from

24
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ladies.25 However we can say that it a great advance toward assurance of men yet India
despite everything needs appropriate laws in which we can dream of a general public where
guiltless individuals are not imprisoned under the appearance of Women Empowerment and
the general public where wrongdoing is wrongdoing, autonomous of sexual orientation and
the crooks are rebuffed independent of inclination or excessive kindness. India Domestic
brutality and misuse can have a genuine physical and mental effect. The initial step to
ensuring yourself and halting the maltreatment is to connect. Converse with a companion,
relative, or another person you trust, or call a helpline number. The strange fact is that men
are never asked if they are victims of domestic violence. Owing to the social taboo
that “Mard ko dard nahi hota” men are victimized but continue to hide their scars and fears
even today.
This issue isn't explicit to India. Funding for victims of domestic violence are still not equal,
and it is understandable given the prevalent statistics on the number of women experiencing
domestic violence, however since it has also been acknowledged that men to experience
domestic violence, one support service for men in the whole of India is not enough as
indicated from the findings of this study. Government support, structures and policies on
domestic violence does not reflect the equality of funding in respect to domestic violence,
presently 99% of all government funding for support of victims of domestic violence goes to
female victims. 26. The Government response to male victims is seriously lacking in the case
of the latter, because it has ne'er actively acknowledged male victims through, as an example,
awareness campaigns, and policy continues to be adjusted towards female victims. Analysis
needs to concentrate on the experiences of men in their own right and doesn't fall into the lure
of declarative that men are even as doubtless to experience violence and abuse as women. it's
recognized that men’s experiences of abuse are insufficiently acknowledged and also the
challenge for those creating criticisms is to analysis to boost men’s access to support.
Therefore, there is an urgent need to understand the men’s perspective, besides the factors
and circumstances that form the masculinity of men in Bharat.
*****
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